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ADDENDUM #1 
 

CALTRANS WORK CREWS PROGRAM 
ADMINISTRATION 
RFP # 2013-03 

 

May 16, 2013 

The following four (4) pages of amendments, questions, and responses shall be made and 
incorporated in the subject Request for Proposals. Amendments which add language are 
underlined; amendments which delete language are shown as strikethroughs. Questions are stated 
as presented to SBCCD. SBCCD responses are in italics: 

AMENDMENTS 

AMENDMENT 1: Page 4, Section 4.B.(1) INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS: General 
Liability, including products and completed operations: $1,000,000 per 
occurrence, $5,000,000 $10,000,000 aggregate, for bodily injury, personal 
injury and property damage. 

AMENDMENT 2: Page 12, FORM A, Section 7.B.(1) LIABILITY: General Liability, 
including products and completed operations: $1,000,000 per occurrence, 
$5,000,000 $10,000,000 aggregate, for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage. 
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AMENDMENT 3: Page 9, FORM A, Appendix A, STAFF, New Paragraph 7: 
SUBCONTRACTOR agrees not to enter into any subcontracts for work 
performed under this agreement without prior written approval of SBCCD. 

QUESTIONS 
 
QUESTION 1: How many individuals comprise each work crew? Does the work crew 

size vary from day to day? 

RESPONSE 1: SBCCD expects an average crew size of 8 individuals; however, actual 
crew sizes could range day to day from a minimum of 7 to a maximum of 
10. 

 
QUESTION 2: In addition to the base pay rate of $10 per hour, do the parolees also 

receive vacation, holiday or sick pay? Are we required to provide any 
health care benefit for the parolees? 

RESPONSE 2: Parolees in this program are classified as temporary positions (90 
working days maximum per parolee).  Temporary employees are not 
granted vacation, holiday, sick pay or health care benefits. 
SUBCONTRACTOR is responsible for monitoring and administering 
parolee pay, workers’ compensation, custody, care and supervision. 

 
QUESTION 3: What is the estimated daily mileage for a work crew? 

RESPONSE 3: The maximum one-way distance to an assigned work site is 75 miles. 

 
QUESTION 4: Are the parolees picked up from and returned to the CSRI Center? Does 

the workday start and end at the time of pick-up and drop-off, or at the 
location of the day’s schedule work? 

RESPONSE 4: Parolees are picked up and dropped off at the CSRI Center.  The workday 
starts and ends at the location of the day’s work assignment. 

 
 
QUESTION 5: Are filled trash bags left roadside for Cal Trans pick-up, or are we 

required to handle disposal? 

RESPONSE 5: Caltrans will dispose of filled trash bags. 

 
QUESTION 6: In the RFP, it states that the staff working on the project will be at the 

expense of the subcontractor.  So, does that mean that no staff can be 
charged to the contract? What about other expenses like gas, repairs, 
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worker’s comp?  Is anything else allowable besides the wage of the 
parolee? What about uniforms, boots? 

RESPONSE 6: Caltrans will provide parolee crews with safety equipment including, but 
not limited to, signs, personal protective equipment (hard hats, safety 
vests, boots, gloves, eye protection).  SUBCONTRACTOR will monitor 
and administer the use of the safety equipment provided. See Response 7 
for allowable expenses. 

 
 
QUESTION 7: With a flat rate of 1,200 per hour to cover expenses, is it allowable to 

propose an 8 person crew @ 8 hour day = 64 hours x 18.50 = $1,184? 

RESPONSE 7: The flat rate is not $1,200 per hour.  It is expected that the maximum bid 
will be less than $1,200 per day per crew.  It is stipulated that workers are 
to receive $10.00 per hour.  The anticipated maximum daily rate not only 
covers their salary but the cost of the Crew Supervisor, payroll  taxes, 
vehicle outfitted for highway adjacent work including light bar on top and 
flashing yellow lights, vehicle insurance, portable toilets, fuel, cell phone, 
workers comp and liability insurance, and indirect overhead.  A line-item 
budget is required on Form B. 

 
QUESTION 8: Do we have to complete a vendor application or any other forms prior to 

selection? 

RESPONSE 8: No. 
 
 
QUESTION 9: Is there a limit to the length of responses the responses to the questions in 

Form B? 

RESPONSE 9: No; however, SBCCD expects responses on Form B to be fully 
demonstrative yet concise. 

 
 
QUESTION 10: Can our responses to Form B's questions be entered into a word 

document? 

RESPONSE 10: SBCCD will accept responses to Form B on SUBCONTRACTOR’S own 
form. SUBCONTRACTOR assumes all responsibility for clearly labeling 
its own Form B document to allow SBCCD to properly evaluate its bid. 

 
 
QUESTION 11: Is there a target size for the crews or is it a range (e.g. 5-7)? 

RESPONSE 11: See Response 1. 
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QUESTION 12: Can the budget include an indirect cost rate? 

RESPONSE 12: See Response 7. 
 
 
QUESTION 13: We would like to confirm that participants in the program must be over 

18? 

RESPONSE 13: The participants are adult parolees age 18 and over. 
 
 
QUESTION 14: Should the program be available to participants any age over 18 (e.g. 55 

years old)? 

RESPONSE 14: Participants will consist of ‘low risk’ adult parolees age 18 and over.  
There is no maximum age limit, but physical suitability and capability of 
individual participants will be taken into consideration for selection into 
the program. 

 
 

END OF DOCUMENT 


